Abstraci-Many wireless applications, such as ad-hoc networks and sensor networks, require decentralized operation in dynamically varying environments. We consider a distributed randomized network coding approach that enables efficient decentralized operation of multi-source multicast networks. We show that this approach provides substantial benefits over traditional routing methods in djnamicalIy varying environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the utility of network codmg compared to routing for multi-input multicast in distributed, dynamically changing environments. This set-up encompasses a rich family of problems, such as the delivery of multicast content and the reachback problem for sensor networks, in which several sources transmit to a single receiver, Network coding, as a superset of routing, has been shown to offer significant capacity gains for specially constructed networks [ I] , [ 151. Apart from such examples, however, the benefits of centralized network coding over centralized optimal routing have not been as clear.
On the other hand, distributed or dynamic settings, such as in mobile ad-hoc or sensor networks, make optimal centralized control more costly or inconvenient. Such environments pose more challenges for routing-only approaches. For instance, ii.l networks with large numbers of nodes and/or changing topologies, it may be expensive or infeasible to reliably maintain routing state at network nodes. For networks with dynamically varying multicast connections, it may be desirable to avoid recomputing distribution trees for existing con- a regular grid, distributed randomized coding outperformed distributed randomized flooding without coding. This paper significantly widens the scope of scenarios in which network coding presents benefits by extending consideration to randomly generated geometric graphs, to multiple transmitters and, most importantly, by comparing to quasi-optimal online routing, where, for each transmitter sequentially, a multicast tree is selected in a centralized fashion.
In this randomized network coding approach, all nodes other than the receiver nodes independently choose random linear mappings from inputs onto outputs over some field. An illustration is given in Figure I . Note better than many alternative algorithms for centralized tree selection. These trees represent multicast routes in our setting. The networks we consider in this paper are random geometric graphs with degree constraints. We seek to model the kinds of topologies encountered in wireless ad-hoc networks with a Limited number of channels, and nodes which may turn on and off intermittently. We do not assume omnidirectional transmissions in this paper, though the randomized coding approach could be adapted for this scenario. This paper does not consider aspects such as resource and energy alhcation, but focuses on optimally exploiting a given set of resources. There are also many issues surrounding the adaptation of protocols, which generally assume routing, to random coding approaches. We do not address these here, but raher seek to establish that the potential benefits of randomized network coding justify future consideration of protocol compatibility with or adaptation to network codes.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Network coding was introduced by Ahlswede et al. [ 
11, who
showed that as the network coding symbol size approaches infinity, a source can multicast information at a rate approaching the smallest minimum cut between the source and any receiver, which is not always possible with routing alone. Li et al. [12] showed that linear coding with finite symbol size is sufficient for multicast. Koetter and Midard [I 11 presented an algebraic framework for linear network coding that extended previous results to arbitrary networks and robust networking, and proved the achievability with time-invariant solutions of the min-cut max-flow bound for networks with delay and cycles. Using this algebraic framework, Ho et al. presented and analyzed distributed randomized network coding in [ 6 ] , and gave further theoretical analysis in [7] . Concurrent . For simplicity, we run our trials on directed acyclic networks, assuming that there exist mechanisms, e.g. based on geographical position or connection information, to avoid transmitting information in cycles. We also assume integer edge capacities and integer source entropy rates.
The online routing algorithm we consider finds a multicast tree for each new source using the Nearest Node First ("F) heuristic for Steiner tree computation from [ 101, which uses Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm to reach receiver nodes in order of increasing distance from the source. Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm is run until a receiver node is reached. The corresponding source-receiver path is added to the Steiner tree and the costs of all the edges along this path are set to zero. The algorithm is then applied recursively on the remaining receiver nodes. This algorithm is described formally in Figure ,2 An illustration of linear coding at a network node is given in Figure 3 .
A randomly chosen network code is successful if each receiver obtains as many linearly independent combinations as the number of source processes. This enables it to decode each source process.
In order for random network coding to be attractive, the particular size of the field (code length) we use i s important. Ho et al. [6] provides a lower bound for the success probability of The basic randomized network coding approach requires no coordination among nodes in the selection o f code coefficients. If we allow for revials to find successful codes, we in effect wade code length for some rudimentary coordination. Implementations for various applications may not be completely protocol-free, but the roles and requirements for protocols may be substantially redefined in this new environment.
( 9 Y 1v. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP We run our trials on randomly generated geometric graphs, which model wireless ad-hoc network topologies. Test networks are generated with the following parameters: number of nodes n, number of sources T, number of receivers d, transmission range p, maximum in-degree and out-degree i. The parameter values for the tests are chosen such that the resulting random graphs would in general be connected and able to support some of the desired connections, while being small enough for the simulations to run efficiently. For each trial, n nodes are scattered uniformly over a unit square. To create an acyclic graph we order the nodes by their z-coordinate and choose the direction of each link to be from the lower numbered to the higher numbered node. Any pair of nodes within a distance p of each other is connected by a unit capacity link, and any pair within distance p l 4 of each other is connected by a link of capacity 2, provided this does not violate the degree constraints. The receiver nodes are chosen to be the d Fig. 4 . An example of a randomly generated network used in our uials. This network was generated with parameters n = 10, s = 6, P = 2, i = 4, p = 0.6. Nodes are labeled as circles, and the receivers are squares; thick lines denote links with capacity two, and thin lines denote links with capacity one.
highest numbered nodes, and r source nodes arc chosen randomly (with replacement) from among the lower-numbered half of the nodes. An example topology is given in Figure 4 .
Each trial consists of a number of periods during which each source is either on (i.e. is actively transmitting) or off (i.e. not transmitting). During each period, any currently-on source tums off with probability po, and any currently-off source tums on with probability p o if it is able to reach all the receivers. A source that is unable to reach all the receivers is blocked from turning on.
Initially all sources are off. For routing, in order for a source ta turn on, it would need to find a tree connecting it to all the receivers using spare network capacity unreserved by other sources, and would then reserve capacity corresponding to the tree. A source that turns off frees up its reserved links for new connections. For coding, each network node that tries to turn on initiates up to three random choices of code coefficients within the network. If the receivers are able to decode the new source in addition to all the sources that are already on, the new source is allowed to turn on. A source that is not allowed to turn on is considered a blocked request.
The frequency of blocked requests and the average throughput are calculated for windows of 250 periods until these measurements reach steady-state, i.e. measurements in three consecutive periods being within a factor of 0.1 from each other. This avoids transient initial startup behavior.
v. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We ran simulations on 242 networks generated randomly using 45 different parameter combinations. In 44 of these networks, coding outperformed routing in both blocking rate and throughput, doing better by more than 10% in at least one af These simulations do not attempt to quantify precisely the differences in performance and overhead of randomized coding and online routing. However, they serve as useful illustrations in two ways. Firstly, they show that the performance of the Steiner tree heuristic is exceeded by randomized coding over a nonnegligible proportion of our randomly constructed graphs, indicating that when connections vary dynamically, coding offers advantages that are not circumscribed to carefully constructed examples. This is in contrast to static settings with optimal centralized control.
Secondly, the simulations illustrate the kinds of field sizes needed in practice for networks with a moderate number of nodes. Field size is important, since it affects memory and complexity requirements. To this end, the simulations use a small field size that still allows randomized coding to generally match the performance of the Steiner heuristic, and to surpass it in networks whose topology makes coding desirable over trees. The theoretical bounds of 161, [7] guarantee the optimality of randomized coding for large enough field sizes, but they are tight for worst-case network scenarios. In our trials, a field size of 17 with up to three retrials proved sufficient to achieve equal or better performance compared to the Steiner heuristic. The simulations show the applicability of short network code lengths for moderately-sized networks. We have compared a distributed randomized network coding approach to an approximate online Steiner routing algorithm on multi-source multicast networks with dynamically varying connections. Our results show that for a significant proportion of randomly generated networks, the coding approach achieves superior performance over the routing-based approach. Such dynamic settings represent a substantially wider class of networking problems than previously recognized for which network coding shows promise of substantial benefits compared to routing. Our results suggest that the decentralized nature and robustness of randomized network coding can offer significant advantages in settings that hinder optimal centralized network control.
Further work includes investigation of other dynamically varying network scenarios, and extensions to non-uniform code distributions, possibly chosen adaptively or with some rudimentary coordination, to optimize different performance goals. Another question concerns selective placement of randomized coding nodes. The randomized and distributed nature of the approach also leads us naturally to consider applications in network security. It would also be interesting to consider protocol issues for different communication scenarios, and to compare specific coding and routing protocols over a range of performance metrics.
